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Overview for this book. Having read the Late Great Planet Earth by Hal Lindsey back in 1970's when I first became a Christian. I had to
have this book to compare the events that happened after the first book. This book is kinda an update on the first book but much more
documentary. I never forgot the Late Great Planet Earth. We are so much closer to the return of Jesus, imminent I believe! Read
more.Â Only now, as mankind approaches the third millennium, do I feel like the Holy Spirit has provided me with the proper
perspective---the Big Picture, so to speak---on the mind-blowing experiences of the modern world Is there anything magical about the
year 2000? I don't think so I do know this: The final seven-year countdown leading to the return of Jesus could occur even before the
year 2000 Can Earth survive? The simple answer is a resounding "yes." When humans are gone, as the fossil record suggests will
happen eventually, Earth will clean itself up and take on yet another new look, just as it has done many times in the past. In many ways,
Earth's existence has been tested far more dramatically in the past than by anything humans have thrown at it. From its origins as a
giant lava ball to an epoch that engulfed the entire planet in ice a mile deep, this planet has seen it all.Â The Earth may care little, but
humans certainly have reason to figure out how to better survive the planet's changes, whether natural or caused by people. Some like it
hot. Earth is thought to have formed from protoplanetary bodies colliding during the chaotic early days of the solar system.
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Publisher: Western Front Ltd Availability: Amazon Amazon CA. June 1994 : USA Paperback. Title: Planet Earth: 2000 A.D., Will
Mankind survive? Author(s): Hal Lindsey ISBN: 0-9641058-0-2 / 978-0-9641058-0-5 (USA edition) Publisher: Western Front Ltd
Availability: Amazon Amazon UK Amazon CA. Search for. BATTLEFIELD EARTH (2000) 1/2 * John Travolta, Barry Pepper, Forest
Whitaker, Kim Coates, Richard Tyson, Sabine Karsenti, Michael MacRae, Michael Byrne, Sean Hewitt, Kelly Preston (unbilled cameo).
My candidate for worst film for the new millennium: atrociously awful Travolta vehicle (who is totally to blame for his co-producing this
pet project due to his Scientology ties) in bringing L. Ron Hubbard's cult sci-fi novel to fruition is just one God-forsaken mess from start
to finish in what feels like the ultimate Ed Wood film with a.Â The special effects probably looked OK back in 2000, except for the
'blaster' shots which would only have managed to awe an audience in 1980. planeet aarde 2000AD is a magnific book!!Hal lindsey is a
good writer,and realist,I hope that many people can read this book,so they can see that we are not far away from the climax of the
history,and that God loves us for what, or who we are.And remember...God never leave us.Isn't that. good news?Maranatha.Halleluja!!
Much Truth. Published by Thriftbooks.com User , 21 years ago. Hal Lindsey was very blessed by God with much insight and access to
many facts. His book was not dogmatic, nor was it full of candy-coated truth. It was full of hard core truth. â–¾Book descriptions. Sequel
to: Late great Planet Earth. Includes bibliographical references. â–¾Library descriptions. No library descriptions found. â–¾LibraryThing
members' description. Book description. Haiku summary.
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objects? Seems unlikely a human will make it, considering the enormous complications Scott Kelly experienced after 500 days in space.
Like other posters have said, something dramatic like folding space time would have to be done.Â At best we will have a colony on one
of the less hostile planets and even this will have to be tethered to Earth at extreme cost. Eventually the reality will sink in and that will
be abandoned. For interstellar travel, we simply cannot carry enough fuel/energy to get us (biological beings) anywhere in a reasonable
time.

